WANNA BE A STAR?

PROMOTING HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
MEET THE CREW FROM SUN VALLEY SCHOOL...

THABI

JULIUS

SANELE

THE PRINCIPAL

MIKE

KABELO

...AND KEEP READING TO SEE WHO WILL BE THE STAR?
BACKSTAGE JULIUS INVITED MIKE TO PERFORM WITH HIM AND HIS FRIENDS.

“NEXT UP IS JULIUS, SANELE AND THABI WITH A SONG ABOUT HEALTHY LIVING!”

THANKS JULIUS, YOU ROCK MAN!

NO PROBLEM BRO! NEXT TIME YOU MIGHT HELP ME.

WE CAN LIVE THE GOOD LIFE... HEALTH, LOVE AND ENERGY GO TOGETHER! YEAH, YEAH... HEALTH LOVE AND ENERGY!

OK HIT IT!

WOW! THESE KIDS REALLY KNOW THEIR STUFF!

THERE’S NO DOUBT! THEY ARE THE WINNERS! KABLEO WILL LOVE THEM.

IT’S A LOT EASIER TO BE GOOD AT SOMETHING WHEN YOU HAVE ALL THE ENERGY YOU NEED...

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
THE NIGHT OF THE CONCERT ARRIVES.

YOU LOOK GOOD, SANDEE!

THANKS. YOU LOOK THE PAR T TOO...

WE MUST THANK YOUR MOM FOR MAKING OUR OUTFITS.

JUST REMEMBER WE MUST HAVE FUN TONIGHT. IF THINGS GO WRONG WE MUST JUST GO WITH THE FLOW!

BACKSTAGE MIKE IS WAITING HIS TURN TO PERFORM. HE IS NOT HAVING FUN AT ALL....

THERE'S A LOT OF PEOPLE OUT THERE....

OH! IT'S SCARY! WHAT IF I DISAPPOINT DAD?

JUST AS MIKE STARTS HIS SONG DISASTER STRIKES....

UHH! THE AMP... IT BLEW!

NO WORRIES! THE NEXT ACT WILL BE READY AFTER A SHORT BREAK.

THAT'S IT FOR ME! NO-ONE WILL EVER TALK TO ME AGAIN!

I HAVE AN IDEA! LET'S HELP MIKE OUT. HE CAN BORROW AN ACOUSTIC GUITAR....

YES, HE LOOKS VERY UPSET.
A FEW DAYS LATER BEFORE SCHOOL, THE FRIENDS HELP OUT IN THE SCHOOL'S VEGGIE GARDEN.

I AM GLAD TO SEE YOU ARE BETTER, THABO!

I ALMOST CAN'T BELIEVE YOU MANAGED TO GIVE UP ALL THAT JUNK FOOD? BUT VEG ARE GOOD!

I AM SURE THE HEALTHY FOOD I ATE HELPED ME GET BETTER QUICKER.

BUT I ALSO NEED YOU TO CLEAN UP THE GROUNDS DURING BREAK. WE ARE PROUD OF OUR SCHOOL AND MUST KEEP IT TIDY.

I'VE HEARD SOME CHEATS ARE STEALING DANCE MOVES!

I WISH I HAD REAL FRIENDS. THEY ALWAYS HELP EACH OTHER.

NO WAY! LUCKY FOR US WE PRACTICE AT HOME.

SURE THING. WE HAVE NETBALL AND WE ARE GETTING FIT.

I DON'T THINK I CAN PULL OFF THAT SONG DAD CHOSE FOR ME, AND I FEEL TIED AND LONELY. JULIUS AND HIS FRIENDS LOOK SO HAPPY.

HOW YA MY BOY?

I'M OK.

AT LINE-UP THE HEADMASTER SPEAKS TO THEM.

IT IS ALMOST TIME FOR THE VARIETY CONCERT, AND I KNOW YOU HAVE WORKED HARD...
AFTER SCHOOL.

POOR THABI! I HOPE SHE GETS BETTER SOON.

AT LEAST SHE EATS A HEALTHY DIET. NO MORE SUGARY CEREALS, SWEETS AND FIZZY DRINKS ALL THE TIME. SHE WILL BE BETTER SOON.

WE CAN'T REHEARSE TODAY. I AM GOING TO DO SOME RESEARCH AT THE LIBRARY.

I WONDER HOW REAL ROCK STARS STAY HEALTHY? WHAT DO THEY EAT?

AHH! HE EATS CHICKEN, FISH, LOTS OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES! THAT'S WHAT I EAT!

WE HAVE TO FOLLOW A SUPERSTAR DIET IF WE WANT TO BE SUPERSTARS!
A FEW DAYS LATER.

WHERE IS THABO? I HOPE SHE HAS NOT OVERSLEPT.

I HOPE SHE IS NOT SICK! THE SHOW IS ROUND THE CORNER...

BUT THE HEADMASTER HAD BAD NEWS...

There is a nasty virus going around. Dozens of parents have called to say their children are ill...

HYGIENE IS VERY IMPORTANT IN A SCHOOL, BUT IT IS EVEN MORE IMPORTANT WHEN PEOPLE ARE GETTING ILL. MRS. TURNER WILL NOW TALK TO YOU.

WASH YOUR HANDS!

1. Before you eat ✓
2. After using the toilet ✓
3. After exercise ✓
4. After playing with pets ✓
5. If your hands are dirty, or after blowing your nose ✓

OK, RULE NUMBER ONE: WASH YOUR HANDS BEFORE YOU EAT! ALSO, WASH HANDS AFTER USING THE TOILET, AFTER EXERCISE, PLAYING WITH PETS, AFTER BLOWING YOUR NOSE, OR JUST WHEN YOUR HANDS ARE DIRTY.

WON'T WE BE WASTING WATER WITH ALL THE WASHING?

NO, THE GERMS THAT SPREAD BECAUSE PEOPLE DO NOT WASH HANDS ACTUALITIES COST US MORE. WHEN PEOPLE GET SICK, THEY MISS SCHOOL OR WORK. THEY HAVE TO GO TO A DOCTOR AND BUY MEDICINE.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO DRINK WATER? DO YOU BOIL YOUR WATER AT HOME BEFORE YOU DRINK IT? HOW CAN GERMS SPREAD?

WHILE WE TALK ABOUT WATER, TRY TO DRINK ABOUT EIGHT GLASSES OF WATER EVERY DAY. IT WILL HELP YOUR ENERGY LEVELS AND YOU WILL FEEL MUCH HEALTHIER.
AS THE VARIETY CONCERT COMES CLOSER CONCERT FEVER GRIPS THE CHILDREN. EVERYONE IS EAGER TO SHOW OFF THEIR TALENTS ON STAGE.

LET’S GO AND PRACTICE! WE ONLY HAVE A FEW DAYS LEFT.

YES, BUT JULIUS! I FEEL A BIT BAD ABOUT ALL THE FOOD YOU GIVE ME.

DON’T WORRY. WE GROW ALMOST ALL OUR OWN VEGGIES. IT DOES NOT COST MUCH TO BE HEALTHY.

EAT UP EVERYONE! I HAVE RE-WRITTEN PART OF OUR SONG AND WE NEED TO PRACTICE.

AFTER WASHING THE DISHES THEY ARE READY TO REHEARSE. AND ONE, TWO, THREE, HIT IT!

WE CAN LIVE THE GOOD LIFE... YEV YEV HEALTH, LOVE AND ENERGY!

HEALTH, LOVE AND ENERGY!!
BACK IN CLASS LESSONS CONTINUES...

CAN ANYONE TELL ME WHY THE VEGETABLE GARDENS ARE SO IMPORTANT TO THE SCHOOL?

IT'S TO FEED THE POOR KIDS. THE REST OF US GET ENOUGH MONEY FOR TUCK.

NO MIKE, IT IS ABOUT SHOWING CHILDREN HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO EAT THE RIGHT TYPE OF FOOD. ANY OTHER IDEAS?

I THINK YOU WANT TO SHOW US THAT EVEN THOUGH SWEETS, FIZZY DRINKS AND OILY FOODS LOOK NICE TO EAT, IT IS NOT REALLY GOOD FOR US.

VEGGIES ARE EASY TO GROW AND IT GIVES OUR BODIES VITAMINS, ENERGY AND FIBRE. IT ALSO HELPS US TO FIGHT DISEASES AND TO STAY HEALTHY!

THAT'S RIGHT! SO FOR THIS WEEK YOU HAVE HEALTHY HOMEWORK.

WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU EAT EVERY DAY. THEN WE WILL BE ABLE TO SEE IF YOU ARE EATING WELL. YOU NEED PROTEINS, CARBOHYDRATES, FATS AND VITAMINS...
SO WHAT ARE THE BIG PLANS FOR OUR ACT?

WE WILL START LIKE THIS...

AND THEN WE MOVE INTO THE GROOVE!

AND I WILL DO MY MOON WALK HERE!

YOU THINK YOU’VE GOT THE MOVES! DJ D IS WRITING A SONG FOR ME.

WELL GOOD LUCK MIKE! CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOUR PERFORMANCE.
IN CLASS THEIR TEACHER'S LESSON IS ABOUT BEING HEALTHY.

I AM ALSO STARTING TO EAT HEALTHY FOOD. I WANT TO MAKE SURE I CAN MANAGE ALL THOSE DANCE MOVES TOO!

NICE! I'VE GOT SOME MORE IDEAS FOR OUR ROUTINE. SEE YOU ALL LATER.

SO CLASS WHO CAN TELL ME WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO DRINK WATER?

WE NEED WATER TO DIGEST AND ABSORB VITAMINS AND NUTRIENTS.

YES TBABI! AND IT WILL IMPROVE YOUR ENERGY LEVELS!

DURING BREAK MIKE SHOWS OFF HIS SINGING TALENT.

I THINK HE IS THE BEST EVER!!

WE WILL SEE ABOUT THAT! I CAN ALSO GROOVE.

WE WILL HAVE TO GIVE OUR ALL TO BEAT MIKE!

THAT IS TRUE, BUT WE HAVE GOT DETERMINATION!

TIME TO EAT THE APPLE AND I WILL EAT AN ORANGE!

MMM! THIS IS GOOD! IT IS SWEET AND HEALTHY!

HOW MUCH WATER DO YOU DRINK A DAY? DO YOU THINK IT IS ENOUGH? COULD YOU HELP YOUR FRIENDS TO BE HEALTHIER?
Sanele, please wash your hands and help me with the cooking.

Can't I just lick my fingers? They're not dirty...

No! That does not kill the germs. They can spread diseases even if you cannot see them.

Meanwhile, an exhausted Thabi is ready for bed.

I don't like healthy food. It is so boring.

But Julius dared me... and maybe I will have more energy... more petrol to play, dance and do homework...

I set my alarm clock so that I will have time to eat breakfast...

The next morning the friends share a taxi to school.

We made a deal. This is what you start with my friend.

Well, this is not my first choice, but I will stick to the plan!

Just remember that eating healthy food might just help us to win!

Do you think Thabi's lunchbox is healthy? Make a list of cheap healthy food for a lunchbox.

Make a list of food on sale at the tuck shor. What is healthy and what is not?
Thabi!
I dare you to eat healthy food for a week. I am sure you will then have enough energy to dance and play!

What is wrong Sanele? You look as if the dog got your food...

I am worried about my weight mom... I think I eat too much of the wrong stuff... I want to dance, but I can’t...

Well then there is only one thing to do! We will start a healthy living programme.

Sanele and her mom took action. They made sure they had enough fruit and vegetables in the house.

We need to avoid fatty and processed foods! We also need some exercise...

I feel healthier already! Fruit and veggies are full of good nutrients. It is not good to eat white bread all the time.

What does it mean to be healthy?
What can you do to be more healthy?
AFTER SCHOOL THE FRIENDS MEET AT JULIUS’ HOUSE.

I HAVE AN IDEA FOR A COMBO LIKE YOU SAID... SINGING, DANCING AND THE GUITAR...

JULIUS IS FULL OF ENERGY AND STARTS SHOWING THEM SOME MOVES.

AND ONE AND LEFT AND LEFT AND...

AND RIGHT TURN!

PLEASE LET ME GO HOME TO MY SOFT BED...

THABI, IT IS BECAUSE YOU ARE ALWAYS EATING JUNK FOOD. SWEETS BURN OFF TOO QUICKLY! YOU HAVE NO PETROL IN YOUR ENGINE!

YOU ALSO DRINK TOO MUCH COOLDRINK! YOUR BODY NEEDS WATER TO CARRY NUTRIENTS THROUGH YOUR BODY!

NE’ THAT WAS A MOUTHFUL BROTHER! BUT MAYBE YOU ARE RIGHT. I DO FEEL LIKE AN ENGINE WITH NO PETROL.

WHAT TYPES OF FOOD WILL GIVE YOUR “ENGINE” MORE “PETROL”? WHAT IS JUNKFOOD?
RIINGGG!!

Thank goodness! I am hungry and tired. Tuck here! I come!

A choc bar, chips and an orange soda please.

They are excited about the variety concert.

Julius, you can play guitar. I'm a good back-up singer and dancer...

Well, I can tell you, I am not the best dancer, but I can sing!

You are right! We can beat that show-off Mike!

Let's meet after school for a planning session!

But I need to have a rest after school...

Don't be so lazy Thab! We must work hard if we want to win!

Exactly, and that will have to start with getting our energy levels to their maximum.
I can't wait to hear about the surprise.

Shhh! There he is.

Quiet in the lines, Julius. You know the rules.

Sorry sir.

Well it is time for the big reveal.

We have to raise funds for our school's vegetable gardens and learn to be healthy.

So, we have decided to hold a variety concert. The winners will perform live with the star Kabelo!

You're telling me? We got to win this thing. Kabelo is my hero!

So! Get going! Singing, dancing, playing instruments! Show us the best you can do!

In what way are you healthy? What can you do to become healthier?
The three friends arrived at school just as Mike, whose dad is a big music producer, arrived at the school.

Here is fifty bucks for Tuck and takeaways, I'll be home late!

Thanks dad, say hi to Mandiza for me!

Check out Mike's dad has new wheels!

Eita Bra! What's up?

Check it out! It's got amazing sound.

Way out man!

Ahh I got a new electric guitar! Look I have a photo...

Yho! Mike is the coolest guy in the school.

He is a show-off. Money is not everything.

But money can buy food at the Tuck!

I skipped breakfast and I am so hungry!
A TOWNSHIP IN SOUTH AFRICA, IT'S MONDAY MORNING AND EVERYONE IS GETTING READY FOR SCHOOL, INCLUDING THREE FRIENDS.

JULIUS, BREAKFAST IS READY! IT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY!

HOW ARE THINGS GOING AT SCHOOL?

THE HEADMASTER SAYS HE HAS A SURPRISE FOR US, HE IS TELLING US TODAY!

JULIUS' MOM PACKS A SNACK BOX FILLED WITH HEALTHY FOOD FOR HIM TO TAKE TO SCHOOL.

FURTHER DOWN THE ROAD, THABI HAS OVERSLEPT, IT'S GOING TO BE A RUSH TO BE IN TIME FOR THE TAXI.

I'VE GOT TO GO TO WORK, BUT HERE IS MONEY FOR TUCK, YOU BETTER HURRY UP!

SANIE! YOU LEFT YOUR LUNCHBOX!

SANIE WHO LIVES AROUND THE CORNER WAS ALSO IN A RUSH...

JULIUS, SANIE AND THABI MADE IT TO THE TAXI ON TIME...

UGH! I DON'T LIKE MONDAYS!

YES, BUT TODAY THERE IS A SURPRISE FOR US... REMEMBER?
WE HOPE THIS WAS FUN AND THAT YOU LEARNED A LOT! LOOK BELOW FOR TIPS TO FOLLOW...

WE NOW WANT YOU READY TO...

- Change any unhealthy eating habits
- Make sure you exercise regularly
- Eat the right quantities of the different food groups
- Help your family members to buy nutritious food by giving them advice
- Use a few minutes during break to play
- Influence your school's tuck shop to buy healthy food and snacks

Remember that a moment's pleasure in the mouth can lead to a lifetime of misery with obesity and diseases like diabetes, hypertension and heart disease, amongst others.

Make a healthy choice and live longer! A healthy body gives birth to a healthy mind which in turn improves performance in all learning areas.

A healthy child grows into a healthy adult. A healthy adult is a happy one.

Embrace healthy lifestyle
education
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PROMOTING
HEALTHY LIFESTYLES

BY EATING SUCH HEALTHY FOOD...

...WE WILL DO EVEN BETTER IN SCHOOL!